ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The process of solvation is of central importance in chemistry and has been the subject of numerous experimental and theoretical studies. The presence of a solvent influences the outcome of a chemical reaction through the interaction of the local environment with the individual species undergoing the reactions. The solvent, on one level, provides an energy bath for the stabilization of energetic products formed during reactions and provides physical barriers to the motion of the reactive species. Solvation has been shown to be of fundamental importance in such diverse areas as biological activity and atmospheric processes [1] .
The phenomenon of ion solvation in water clusters has received considerable attention in recent years for several reasons. First, the size of clusters can be gradually increased to the point where they exhibit many properties of the bulk while still containing a relatively small number of particles. The limited number of degrees of freedom in clusters opens up the possibility for high resolution experiments and accurate theoretical calculations. The recent development of new spectroscopic techniques for charged clusters has renewed interest in the fundamental aspects of the structure and dynamics of the ion-water hydrogen bond [2] [3] [4] . Moreover, because of their large surface to interior ratio, clusters are useful models for investigating ion solvation at interfaces of aqueous solutions.
Hydrated halide anions (up to n = 10 for some cases) have been studied by high-pressure mass spectrometry, and the thermochemical parameters are believed to be reasonably well known. The experimental data show no clear indication of a first solvation shell for the different halide ions [5] . A more definite evidence for a shell-solvation structure was obtained from photodetachment experiments of I -(H 2 O)n, n = 1-15, with a clear indication that the energy of association levels off after six water molecules [6] . These hydrated anions are of particular interest to understand how information obtained in the gas-phase can be extrapolated to aqueous solutions, and to verify to what extent the energetic and dynamics of gas-phase solvated ions can serve as a model for ions solvated in bulk.
The competition between solvent-solvent structure and ion-solvent structure as a cluster grows in size can be understood in terms of the strength of ionsolvent interactions vs solvent-solvent interactions, of which it is well-known that a primary factor is ion size relative to the solvent. Iodide-water interactions are about the same magnitude as water-water interactions, so small water clusters gain the most stability by engaging a large iodide ion without breaking the solvent-solvent hydrogen bonds in aqueous iodide clusters there is a gradual progression from surface states at small cluster size to internal states at large cluster size with the intervening region exhibiting an intermediate degree of surface character [7] .
Quantitative theoretical description of halogen ion solvation in water clusters is demanding both on the quality of the interaction potential and on the sampling of the accessible phase space. It has been shown that, for example, including a many-body polarization term in an empirical force field notably moves the anion from the interior towards the surface of the cluster. Advanced ab initio methods provide, at least for small clusters, a sufficiently accurate interaction model. However, since quantum chemical methods directly provide results relevant to 0 K, sampling of the phase space of these non-rigid clusters with many local minima and low-lying barriers is likely to be insufficient. The advent of the CarParrinello ab initio molecular dynamics approach permits phase space sampling of non-rigid systems with nonempirical potentials. With this technique it is presently feasible to simulate clusters with tens of heavy atoms for several picoseconds [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Eighteen water molecules are required to form a complete solvation shell around a chlorine anion. Although fewer water molecules may surround the chlorine anion, these exist as high-energy species. Calculations on the fluorine anion show that fifteen water molecules are required for a complete solvation shell. These results are in good agreement with relative energies predicted by ab initio energy calculations which are current in progress [9] [10] [11] .
Dynamical properties of F --water and Cl --water hydrogen bonds in aqueous solution have been studied by ab initio QM/MM molecular dynamics simulations, in which the whole first hydration sphere of the anion was treated at Hartree-Fock level using D95V+, 6-31+G and D95V++ basis sets for F -, Cl -and water, respectively [12] [13] . The arrangement of water molecules around F -and Cl -reveals clear differences between the two anions. Within the hydration sphere of F -, most neighboring water molecules donate one of their hydrogen atoms in a linear hydrogen bond to the ion, while water molecules in the hydration shell of Cl -show a combination between water orientations pointing with only one or both hydrogen atoms towards the ion.
In the present work, the solvation of iodine, bromine and chlorine anions has been studied using ab initio quantum mechanics. In particular, we have investigated the number of water molecules required to fully surround each anion. Monte Carlo calculations have been employed in an attempt to find the solvated system with the lowest energy. The results are reported and discussed in terms of structural properties and compared with other theoretical and experimental investigations.
EXPERIMENTAL Pair Potential of X --H 2 O
The X-H 2 O, where X is Cl, Br, and I pair potentials were constructed using the same procedure as previously done for Cu + -H 2 O [14] . The basis set proposed by Schäfer et al. [15] was used for halogen anions. The double-ζ plus polarization (DZP) basis set of Dunning [16] corresponding to D95V* in the Gaussian 98 program were used for water. The experimental geometry of water [17] was kept rigid as well, with O-H distance of 0.9601 Å and H-O-H angle of 104.47°.
To construct the X --H 2 O pair potentials, the water molecule was fixed in the origin of the coordinate system and X -was moved in configuration sphere varying geometrical parameters within 1.5 Å ≤ r Cl-water ≤ 15.0 Å, 0° ≤ θ ≤ 180° and 0°≤ φ ≤ 60°. The interaction energies, ΔE 2b , between X --H 2 O were computed by subtracting the ab initio energies of the isolated species E X and E water from those of the monosolvates E X-water . All pair potentials were developed from more than 1500 SCF energy points for X --water. The fitting process to an analytical potential function was performed by the least-squares method with Levenberg-Marquart algorithm, with various potential types. The best analytical potential function form describing all electronic and van der Waals interactions resulted as
for Br-H 2 O pair potential, and Table 1 for some configurations [14] .
Monte Carlo Simulation
Monte Carlo simulations were performed for a system consisting of one X -and 215 waters using the newly developed two-body function at a temperature of 298 K. The edge length of this box is 18.7170, 18.7429, Harno Dwi Pranowo and 18.8168 Å for X = Cl, Br, and I, respectively, corresponding to the density of pure water (0.997 g cm -3 ). For water-water interactions, the CF2 potential proposed by Jancso and Heinzinger [18] was used. Periodic boundary condition and cut-off of exponential terms at half of the box lengths were applied in all simulations [19] . After generating a starting configuration randomly, the systems had reached energetic equilibrium after 3 million configurations, setting an acceptance ratio of 1:3. For the evaluation of structural data a further 3 million configurations were sampled.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The dynamics of hydrogen bonds in aqueous electrolyte solutions of charged particles, in particular anions, has been an important subject of both experimental and computational studies. In general, the interactions of anion with water are relatively weak and dominated by ionic hydrogen bonding. These interactions are, in several cases, even energetically comparable with the water-water interactions in pure water, implying that the dynamical properties of such weakly hydrated anions can be very sensitive to the relative strength of anion-water and water-water interactions. Fig 2 show , r M2 and r m1 , r m2 are the distances in Å, where g αβ (r) has the first and second maximum and the first and second minimum, respectively. n αβ (m1) and n αβ (m2) are the running integration numbers integrated up to r m1 and r m2 , respectively Table 1 for values of θ  = 0°, 60° and 150°, and φ = 0° Harno Dwi Pranowo For the halide ions, an asymmetric structure was assumed to be the most likely. This model yields surprisingly good agreement with the experimental values, and the decrease in binding energy in going from Cl -to I -was rationalized by the increasing distance between the negative ion and the water molecule. Although these electrostatic models are useful and physically intuitive, results obtained by ab initio calculations are at odds with the above structure. Calculations at the MP2/6-311G(d)//6-31G(d) level [20] [21] find that the optimized geometries for F -(H 2 O) and Cl -(H 2 O) correspond to asymmetric structures of C s symmetry. Recent calculations show that adducts retains the asymmetric structure even for the larger halide ions. The QM/MM molecular dynamics of hydrated Cl -also give information that halogen anions have only a minor influence on the O-H bond length of its surrounding water molecules, reflecting the relatively weak ion-water interactions [12] . However, the anion still decreases the average H-O-H angle, partly due to configurations, where one water ligand forms two H-bonds simultaneously. The increase of anion radius implies a loss in linearity, and thus, a weakening of the anionwater hydrogen bonds, resulting in O-H stretching vibrations close to the unperturbed values.
Combariza et al. [22] conclude that general theoretical agreement that Cl -and Br -solvate on the surface of the neutral water clusters although the molecular dynamics calculations require careful consideration of the potential and the temperature of the cluster. Ab initio calculations of hydrated iodine suggest that a transition from surface to interior solvation may occur at n = 6. It is concluded that in aqueous iodine clusters there is a gradual progression from surface states at small cluster size to internal states at large cluster size with the intervening region exhibiting an intermediate degree of surface character.
The radial distribution functions (RDFs) for X-O/X-H in water, where X = Cl, Br, and I together with their corresponding running integration numbers are shown in Fig 3(a), (b) , and (c), respectively, and the characteristic values are summarized in Table 2 . The water-water RDFs are almost identical to those of pure water [21] .
The Cl-O RDF display sharp peaks corresponding to the first solvation shell, and small, broad humps corresponding the second solvation shell. The water molecules in the first solvation shell are typically arranged with one O-H bond pointing toward the ion and one away, as opposed to a symmetrical arrangement with both O-H bonds pointing toward the ion. Thus, the first solvation shell displays two peaks in the Cl-H RDF, at approximately 2.24 Å and 3.54 Å. The first hydration sphere of Cl -is represented by a sharp peak of the Cl-O RDF, centered at 3.20 Å, 0.1 Å beyond the minimum of the SCF Cl-H 2 O potential. The average coordination number for the first solvation shell integrated up to the first minimum of 2.39 Å is 10.66 show that every one Cl -surrounded by 10.66 water molecule. This value is agreed with the QM/MM molecular dynamics simulation [12] . The fact that the Cl-O RDF comes to zero after its first peak and follow by small and diffuse peak suggests that the first solvation shell is not rigid and ligand exchange with the second shell should be rather fast. The coordination number distribution analysis (Fig 4a) for the first hydration shell of Cl -leads to 9 (3,73%), 10 (43.02%), 11 (37.4%), 12 (12.43%) and 13 (3.27%) of water molecules around Cl -. The broad distribution of coordination number agrees with the wider of Cl --O RDF. For Br -in water, a sharp first peak is observed in the Br-O RDF (Fig 3b) , located at 3.40 Å. The coordination number distribution analysis (Figure 4b) The non-zero first minimum of the RDFs in all anion hydrated systems indicates the lability of water molecules in the first hydration shells of the ions. The X --water hydrogen bond is relatively weak, leading to a delicate balance between the directional hydrogen bond(s) of each water to the ion and the hydrogen bonding among water molecules, thus producing an asymmetrically solvated X -. These results are in agreement with some experiment and theoretical calculation [9] [10] [11] [12] .
The pair energy distributions for X-H 2 O are shown in Fig 5. The average pair energy values of -13.67 kcal mol -1 for Cl --H 2 O, -9.98 kcal mol -1 for Br --H 2 O, and -6.28 kcal mol -1 for I --H 2 O system. This value is longer than the global minimum of stabilization energy obtained by calculations, because in the construction of the pair potential, interaction of species in the system are calculated by interactions between one cation and one ligand, neglecting cooperative effects. These results show that the energy hydration of anion halogen is depend on the size of anion. The small anions will easily solvated by water molecule. The energy interaction of anion-water is not larger than the interaction energy of water-water with the result that flexibility of anion around the water solvent.
CONCLUSION
Monte Carlo simulations using ab initio pair potential predicted 10.68, 11.84 and 12.60 water molecules in the first solvation shell of Cl -, Br -and I -, respectively. The structure of the water-anion complexes are agreed with dipole orientation. The RDFs, coordination number distributions, and pair interaction energy distribution analyses indicated that ligand exchange reactions take place more easily for the bigger halogen anion because of the lower interaction energy.
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